
problem so I dropped the connection and
concentrated on racing instead.

Winds were up and down a little, but I
would say one of the most consistent we
have had in a while. I will post the
spreadsheet in the files section of F3F.
The results are:

TABLE 2. Torrey F3F Results
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4804.77 Doug Reel

4734.37 Brian Buass

4723.15 PatrickDionisio

46&.79 Tom Copp

4565.13 Mfte Smith

,1509.14 Jerlv Craft

*U72 ColirCraft

1372-T) MaBl-+ma
,l33lj,f BiIt Ddbgce

129J.-Ul Mdbtcr
1272-16 Mike$eritu
4248-64 NahaWmds

4247.53 Steve Drake

4242.94 Craig Greening

4085.19 BenClerx

4077.35 Mark Taylor

3925.48 Steve Galle

3151.45 Frmk Kammer

1968.82 Greg Davis

APRIL 6TH HANDLAT]NCH
CONTEST ANDYARD SALE
Tom Clarkson

At the next Handlaunch contest werwill
continue to use the tasks for the upcom-
ing IHLGF so that the participants can
get additional practice. Should be fun.

At this contest we will also be doing
another fun thing. Everyone should bring
any handlaunch aircraft that they would
like to sell. This is a great opportunity to
get a plane to get started in handlaunch.
ft would also be a very good time to pick
W <xE (x more backup planes for the
IHI-GF- Ron Boyd and I will be bringing
m Fo{otype planes to pass along

(especially looking for beginners) and I
will probably bring a 6 channel Raptor.
So, everyone bring out some used gliders
and let's see if we can get some begin-
ners started. Beginners, if you have
thought about getting into handlaunch,
this would be a great time to get a plane.
Then on April 20th starting at 8am we
will have a beginners Handlaunch clinic.
See additional article.

use it again, just pull otr the dried CA
and you are ready to go. Any zip kicker
(accelerator) will work with this product
I could rave for hours, but it so easy I
would be repeating myself over and
over. It comes in two weights, Light and
Heavy. The Light is the same as the other
guy's tlin to medium CA. The Heavy is
a gap filler or thick CA. Either product is

$12.50 with a dispenser and the refills

PRECISION CA DISPENSING
SYSTEM
Jerry CraJi

I have always had a problem using all of
the CA in a bottle before it dries up or
gets spilled. I found a product new to
me, at the IMS this year, which looked
really promising. My biggest problem
has been *ith the thin CAso I purchased
a tube of their 4000 Light product with
the dispenser. I have had a few repairs
lately, with F3F's at Parker and Vincent
so finding something to use this on was
no problem. See the pictures ofthe prod-
uct and it needs very little explanation.
You hold the dispenser in either hand and
tum the wheel to dispense only what you
want. Place the dispenser back on to tle
supplied holder on a level surface and
you are done. No cap to clean or lose, to
clogs, just let it sit and a little bit of CA
will seal the needle. When you need to

are $10. They also have plastic friendly
accelerator pen that sells for $5. Yes, this
CA is more expensive than the other
guy's but you will be able to use all of it
and it is so much easier to use. One of
these systems will be part of the TPG raf-
fle at ourApril general meeting. To pur-
chase these products or obtain more
information, contact Barry Bemich at:

Dental Ventures of America
217 Lewis Court
Coron4 Cu92882
r-800-228-6696
r-909-27U0606

Gull Wings l0


